The Hamtaro and Bijou Trilogy!  
                                     Story 1: Lost on their own
Note: sorry about the spacing and everything but I just did it for the story so… Enjoy!
                                Chapter 1: The Lost Couple
 Hamtaro and bijou were asleep in their cage when suddenly came a thud! Bijou: “What was that?”  *Hamtaro comforts her* “it was just the truck” said Hamtaro. Hamtaro and Bijou were on their way to a grand hotel when Maria (Bijou’s owner) takes a vacation and brings along Laura (Hamtaro’s owner). It was uncomfortable for Hamtaro and Bijou because the truck was always rocking back and forth and bumping up and down. Little did they know that was the least of their problems…
Bijou:  “When were we supposed to arrive again?”
Hamtaro: “Laura said sometime in the night”
Bijou: “I don’t know… Maria said it might even take until tomorrow”
All of a sudden the truck shook violently, swinging the cage in all directions.
Bijou: “Help!”
Hamtaro swung his head; Bijou was hanging on to the cage door! Hamtaro tried to catch her but the truck shook again and they both flew out through the opening of the back truck!
Hamtaro: “Oh No!”
They both fell to the ground sleeping…
Sometime after the incident…
Hamtaro: “hmm…. Where are we?”
Bijou: “Heke? Are you ok?”
Hamtaro: “yeah, I’m fine…” *Hamtaro helps Bijou up*
Bijou: “Heke? Where’s the truck!” The two hamsters looked franticly for the truck but it was nowhere in sight.
Bijou: “How are we going to get to the hotel to Maria and Laura? And how do me get back home?”
Hamtaro: “I wish the ham-hams were here… they could help us… oh well we might as well try to get back home…”
Bijou: “How do we do that?”
Hamtaro: “We can try going back the way we came from”
It was starting to get dark and the lonely couple was starting to feel tired and hungry. So Hamtaro decided to make a camp and continue tomorrow. They took leaves, branches and some grass to create a tent. Hamtaro made a fire to warm them up and Bijou found nuts and berries to eat. As they both warmed themselves up, cuddling by the fire and eating the food, they were both wondering would they ever get back home?
In the morning…
“Wake up!” Hamtaro quickly realized it was Bijou’s voice calling him. Hamtaro woke up sleepily wondering what was going on. He noticed Bijou making a nice meal for them. Hamtaro walked over and helped Bijou. After, they both ate up. Realizing after yesterday’s adventure they needed a bath. So Hamtaro went to find shallow water for them. After they both cleaned themselves and packed nuts, berries, the tent and a nice supply of water they set out to get back home.
After 2 hours…
Bijou: “I’m getting tired! *pants*”
Hamtaro: “Me too! Let’s rest!”
After they took a quick snack, a drink of water and some much needed rest, they set back on their trail.
At nighttime…
Bijou: “I’m getting tired, how about you Hamtaro?”
Hamtaro: “Me too, I think we should continue tomorrow”
As two set camp again, something told Hamtaro Bijou was worried. So Hamtaro decided to ask her around the campfire.
Hamtaro: “Bijou, is something the matter?”
Bijou: *sets her seed down* *then starts hugging Hamtaro and crying* “Hamtaro I’m scared! What if we never make it home? What if we’ll never see the Ham-Hams?”
Hamtaro: “Don’t Worry Bijou; as long as we stay together we can make it!”
Bijou: *stops crying and smiles* “Thank you Hamtaro, you make me feel happier right now”
After the dinner, Hamtaro and Bijou went to sleep. Tomorrow was going to be unexpected…  
When morning had come…
While Bijou was making breakfast, Hamtaro was filling a tub for Bijou’s bath with buckets of water. After They all ate and bathe, they packed up and set off again! On their way through the road they suddenly encounter their friend jingle on Herbert the pig! Jingle then strum a tune:
Jingle: “Two Ham-Hams traveling like me,
            Going as far as the eye can see.
            If only they knew it wasn’t so easy,
            I would take them on a long journey.”
“We’ll look here, it’s my friend, Hamboro?”
Hamtaro: *starts getting angry* “it’s Hamtaro!”      
Bijou: “Jingle?  Do you know how to get home?
Jingle: “Well depends, this whole world is home who knows where it is?”  
Hamtaro: “Do you know how to get to the Ham-Ham clubhouse?”  
Jingle: “Oh yes but if you go here it could take weeks, even if you ventured on Herbert. Heed my words; it would be faster to go on the sea. Here I’ll take you to the nearest port; there you can build an oar and a raft, just paddle your way home you’ll be there in a few days.”
*Hamtaro and Bijou climb on Herbert*
Jingle: “Now let the adventure begin!”
Hamtaro: “I hope we arrive soon don’t you Bijou?”
Bijou: “Oh yes! But I think we should rest for now!”
*Hamtaro and Bijou fall asleep holding paws*
In the evening…
Once again they set camp by a nearby tree with their friend Jingle by their side. Once everything was ready Jingle strung another tune by the fire:
Jingle:  “A boy and a girl setting on an adventure,
Wondering about each other,
As they pass through all the dangers,
They discover one cannot live without another.”
Hamtaro: “Heke?”
Bijou: “What do you mean Jingle?”
Jingle: “It means that without one person, the other can’t make it through. Sort of like you and Hamtaro”
*Hamtaro and Bijou stare at each other and blush*
Jingle: “Now don’t be blushing, that’s the way love works!”
Hamtaro: *Confused* “The way love works?”
Jingle: “Of course! Without you Bijou wouldn’t be able to make it all the way herself” * Bijou blushes*
Hamtaro: “Oh…”
Jingle: “Well, it’s about time you two headed to sleep, or you won’t have any energy. See you all in the morning!”   
In the morning….
Jingle: “Wake up hams! *Bijou and Hamtaro suddenly wake up* it’s time to hit the trail!”
Hamtaro: “But what about breakfast?”
Bijou: “And a nice bath?”
*Jingle laughs* jingle: “When you’re travelling like me, no such thing exists”
* Sweat drop on Hamtaro and Bijou*
Hamtaro: “I guess we’ll just eat breakfast…”
After the trio ate their breakfast, they set out for the docks…
About two hours…
Jingle: “Here we are! This is the docks! Well I wish you luck in going home *waves goodbye and leaves…”



